EDGE
GET THE LOOK

LISTA
MORE FORM FOR YOUR WORKSPACE

Exciting. Different. State-of-the-art. With EDGE, you make a statement that shows what you stand for. Individual lighting accents give your workspace a modern, dynamic and high-quality look and feel, colour coordinated with your branding and corporate design. EDGE is versatile and expressive, while enthrusing and inspiring: an eye-catcher in LED technology, available as a light strip or in point form.

EDGE STATEMENT LIGHT: HIGHLIGHTS

+ Individual light signature
+ Expressive accentuation
+ High-quality radiance
+ Two versions: Strip (LINE) or point (DOTS)
+ Different lighting ambiances
+ Sustainable LED technology
FORM RIGHT DOWN THE LINE: EDGE LINE

- Vertical light strip along the cabinet front left and right
- Geometrical, uniform overall appearance
- Colour white
- Available in cabinet height 850 mm (other versions on request)
FORM TO THE POINT: EDGE DOTS

- Individually controlled LED elements on the handle corners
- Technologically dynamic radiance
- Available in four colours (with optional myDOTS software package, colour mixing and intensity can be individually adjusted)
- Available in cabinet heights of 700, 800, 850, 1000, 1150, 1450 mm
  (other versions on request)